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Abstract

Introduction

Foetal movements commence at seven weeks of
gestation, with the foetal movement repertoire including
twitches, whole body movements, stretches, isolated
limb movements, breathing movements, head and neck
movements, jaw movements (including yawning, sucking
and swallowing) and hiccups by ten weeks of gestational
age. There are two key biomechanical aspects to gross
foetal movements; the first being that the foetus moves in a
dynamically changing constrained physical environment in
which the freedom to move becomes increasingly restricted
with increasing foetal size and decreasing amniotic fluid.
Therefore, the mechanical environment experienced by
the foetus affects its ability to move freely. Secondly, the
mechanical forces induced by foetal movements are crucial
for normal skeletal development, as evidenced by a number
of conditions and syndromes for which reduced or abnormal
foetal movements are implicated, such as developmental
dysplasia of the hip, arthrogryposis and foetal akinesia
deformation sequence. This review examines both the
biomechanical effects of the physical environment on foetal
movements through discussion of intrauterine factors, such
as space, foetal positioning and volume of amniotic fluid,
and the biomechanical role of gross foetal movements in
human skeletal development through investigation of the
effects of abnormal movement on the bones and joints.
This review also highlights computational simulations of
foetal movements that attempt to determine the mechanical
forces acting on the foetus as it moves. Finally, avenues
for future research into foetal movement biomechanics
are highlighted, which have potential impact for a diverse
range of fields including foetal medicine, musculoskeletal
disorders and tissue engineering.

Foetal movement has long been of interest to the medical
and scientific communities as a possible measure of foetal
health and of neurobehavioral development. However,
the influence of the physical environment of the foetus
on its movements, and the biomechanical role that
those movements play in foetal development, is seldom
addressed directly. This is despite the important role
that foetal movement is thought to play in commonly
occurring postnatal musculoskeletal conditions, such
as developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) and
arthrogryposis. In this review, a biomechanical perspective
on foetal movement is presented, including how foetal
movements are affected by aspects of the physical
environment, and an overview of the downstream effects
of reduced foetal movement on skeletal development.
The primary aims of this review are 1) to investigate the
effects of intrinsic and external stimuli and conditions
on foetal movements, 2) to discuss the most common
conditions in which abnormal gross foetal movements and
musculoskeletal conditions are comorbid, with particular
focus on the causality between movement changes and
musculoskeletal abnormalities, and 3) to survey any
biomechanical analyses pertaining to foetal movements
or the physical environment of the foetus. Papers selected
for discussion include those that relate to human foetal
movement patterns; specifically the normal range, the
change over time and the measurement of limb and spine
foetal movements, in addition to the effects of intrinsic,
internal and external factors on foetal movements. A survey
of the literature on peri- and post-natal conditions in which
abnormal foetal movements and abnormal musculoskeletal
development are comorbid was performed, initially
using search tools (Pubmed, Google Scholar), followed
by an iterative exploration of the literature cited within
the papers found. The most common conditions were
identified as DDH, arthrogryposis and foetal akinesia
deformation sequence (FADS). These conditions, with
particular focus on aetiology, risk factors, diagnosis and
treatment, and animal models, are surveyed in this review.
A further condition, bone disease of prematurity, for which
there is some indication of a link between movements and
musculoskeletal development, is also discussed briefly.
Finally, the literature relating to the biomechanical analyses
of foetal movements and the foetal tissues and environment
was selected for inclusion in the review.
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Foetal Movement
The first foetal movement is a sideways bending of
the foetus which has been observed at about 7 weeks,
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while most movements have started by 10 gestational
weeks (reviewed in de Vries and Fong, 2006). Foetal
movements include general body movements, startle and
twitch movements, isolated limb movements, breathing
movements, hiccups, isolated head and neck movements,
sucking and swallowing, jaw movements (including
yawning), hand-face contact, stretch and rotation (de Vries
et al., 1982). All of these patterns occur by 15 gestational
weeks, and maternal sensation of movement usually
commences after 16-18 weeks (de Vries et al., 1982). It has
been commonly reported that foetal movements decrease
in frequency after a peak in the second trimester (Hayat
et al., 2011; Natale et al., 1985; Ten Hof et al., 2002; Zoia
et al., 2007), but other studies have not found large or
significant decreases in movements over gestation (Arduini
et al., 1986; Patrick et al., 1982). There is considerable
variance in the literature for quantification of the proportion
of time that the foetus is active and the average number of
movements per time segment, which has been suggested
to be due to differences in study design, data analysis and
varying definitions of what constitutes a single movement
(Ten Hof et al., 1999). The number of movements in a
healthy foetus has been suggested to vary from 4 to 100
movements per hour (Mangesi and Hofmeyr, 2007),
but the normal range of normal movement incidence is
unclear (Hijazi and East, 2009). A study from De Vries
et al. (1988) characterised both inter- and intra- foetal
differences in 12 healthy pregnancies between 7 and 37
weeks using ultrasound. The study showed that the onset
and differentiation of specific movement patterns, such
as a startle movement, jaw opening or isolated arm or leg
movements, were very similar between foetuses and were
age-dependant. However, quite substantial differences in
the total activity and incidence of general movements were
found, with some foetuses being much more or less active
than the group average. The proportion of time in which
the foetus was engaged in each of the specific movement
patterns tended to fluctuate between monitoring sessions,
indicating substantial intra-individual differences (de Vries
et al., 1988). Therefore, both intra- and inter-individual
differences in foetal movement activity exist.
The gold standard means of objectively quantifying
and characterising foetal movements in real-time is with
real-time ultrasound (de Vries et al., 1982). In recent
years, foetal cine MR imaging has also been used to assess
foetal movements patterns. This imaging technique offers
an exceptional tool for visualising foetal movements due
to the ability to simultaneously view movements of the
foetal limbs, head and trunk, even in late gestation (Guo
et al., 2006; Hayat et al., 2011), but cannot yet be used
in real time analyses of foetal movements. Accelerations
and decelerations of the heart rate, as measured by
cardiotocograph (CTG), are routinely used antenatally to
predict foetal movements (Flynn et al., 1982; Olesen and
Svare, 2004). However CTG is inferior to ultrasound and
MRI as a means of reliably monitoring foetal movements,
as the correlation between heart rate changes and foetal
movements is fallible; for example, heart rate changes due
to foetal vibroacoustic stimulation have been observed
despite the lack of movement in a pathological case of
foetal akinesia (Sherer et al., 1992). Maternally sensed

decreased foetal movements are a common reason for
consultation with obstetric services (O’Sullivan et al.,
2009), but maternal perception of movement is variable,
with studies reporting widely ranging values for the
proportion of movements simultaneously detected by
ultrasound and sensed by the mother (Hertogs et al.,
1979; Rayburn and McKean, 1980). Nevertheless, foetal
movements are an important measure of foetal health. Two
recent studies reported that 22-25 % of women perceiving
decreased foetal movements had poor outcomes at birth,
such as preterm births or low birth weight babies (Dutton
et al., 2012; O’Sullivan et al., 2009). It has been suggested
that decreased foetal movements may be “a warning sign
of impending foetal death” (Whitworth et al., 2011), and
57 % of stillbirths in one particular study (Efkarpidis et al.,
2004) were preceded by decreased foetal movements. Due
to their importance for musculoskeletal development, this
review will focus mainly on the movements of the limbs
or spine, whether isolated or forming part of a general
movement, rather than movements such as swallowing or
breathing movements.
Physical Influences Affecting Foetal Movement
Besides the inherent neuromuscular function of the foetus,
there are three major physical influences that have been
shown to affect foetal movement; the amount of free
intrauterine space, the amount and location of the amniotic
fluid and foetal positioning. A range of external influences
have been shown to affect foetal movement patterns, and
there is some evidence to suggest gender differences in
foetal movement patterns. Each of these factors will be
discussed herein.
Intra-uterine space and amniotic fluid
Free space not occupied by the foetus in the womb is
filled with amniotic fluid, and therefore the amount of
space that the foetus has available for movement depends
on the volumes of the womb, foetus and amniotic fluid.
It has been suggested that the amniotic fluid distends the
uterus, enabling the foetus to move without constriction
as it grows (Moh et al., 2012). A recent study from
Hayat et al. (2011), having optimised a cine MR imaging
protocol for visualising foetal movements, investigated
the correlation between intra-uterine space and foetal
movements in cine-MRI sequences of 37 healthy foetuses
between 20 and 37 weeks of gestation. The authors found
a significant decreasing trend in movement frequency with
gestational age, a finding which has also been shown in
ultrasound studies of foetuses with a similar age range
(Ten Hof et al., 2002). From mathematical analyses of
the MR images, the authors calculated that the ratio of the
foetal to free-uterine space volumes doubles between 18
to 37 gestational weeks, and proposed that the reduction
in the uterine space could explain in part the reduction in
movement (Hayat et al., 2011). Foetuses younger than 32
gestational weeks displayed both small and large amplitude
movements with unimpeded joint and spine extensions,
making use of all free space. As foetuses approached
term, they appeared cramped (Fig. 1), movements became
2
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Fig. 1. Successive frames from a multi-section cine MR image sequence of a 36 week gestational age foetus. Adapted
from an image reproduced with permission from Hayat et al. (2011).

smaller, and major joint movements were restricted to
rotations and attempts to extend the spine (Hayat et al.,
2011). The authors conclude that the physical and spatial
constraints of the uterus are likely to significantly affect
foetal movements, and discuss how the constraints would
vary between premature and full-term foetuses. Studies
have shown that preterm infants have both a greater range
of motion during kick movements (Heriza, 1988) and a
greater kick frequency than full term infants at comparable
ages after birth (Geerdink et al., 1996), and Hayat et al.
(2011) propose that these differences are related to the
difference in in utero constraints experienced prior to birth
between preterm and full term infants, where the full term
infants experience higher levels of constraint.
Amniotic fluid volume increases progressively between
10 and 28 weeks of gestation, is maintained between 29 and
37 weeks and decreases sharply after 39 weeks (Beall et al.,
2007a). Oligohydramnios is a serious deficiency of amniotic
fluid (Moh et al., 2012), which can result from amniotic
rupture or amniotic fluid leak, or decreased amniotic fluid
production due to placental hypoperfusion or foetal anuria
(Moh et al., 2012). Sival et al. (1990) did a longitudinal
study of 19 pregnancies affected by premature rupture of
the amniotic membranes, where foetal movements were
monitored with weekly ultrasound scans, and found that
the severity of amniotic fluid reduction was correlated with
changes in general foetal movements. Moderate reduction
of amniotic fluid was associated with a decrease in the
amplitude of general movements, while a more severe
reduction in fluid was associated with a reduction in both
the speed and the amplitude of movements (Sival et al.,
1990). Foetal breech position was associated with the more
severe categories of oligohydramnios, and tended to have
severe reductions in the amplitude of movements (Sival
et al., 1990). Multiple joint contractures are commonly
associated with oligohydramnios (Palacios and Rodriguez,
1990). Hayat et al. (2011) found that during late gestation,
amniotic fluid relocates mostly to the foetal thorax, which
the authors suggested may facilitate upper limb movements
and trunk extensions. The relationship between foetal

movements and amniotic fluid can be complex: reduced
movements due to placental hypoperfusion (decreased
supply of oxygen by the placenta) can itself lead to a
reduction in amniotic fluid and oligohydramnios (Baschat,
2004), in which case the original cause for reduced
movements would be placental insufficiency rather than
oligohydramnios.
Foetal position
Breech foetal position is a common occurrence of
movement restriction in the human foetus, and has
been shown to have a transient influence on the range
of movement of the lower limbs, and on the stability of
the hip joint. There are three common types of breech,
illustrated in Fig. 2; extended (also known as frank) breech
where the hips are in flexion and the knees in extension,
flexed (or complete) breech where both hips and knees
are flexed, and footling breech, where one or both feet
come first. Luterkort et al. (1986) performed repeated
ultrasound scans on 222 foetuses in the breech position at
33, 35 and 38 weeks, and correlated leg positioning and
delivery mode with hip instability. The authors found that
foetal breech position, rather than breech delivery, is a risk
factor for hip instability. Extended breech was found to
be worst for hip dysplasia (Luterkort et al., 1986). Foetal
breech position has also been shown to have effects on
limb movements and positioning after birth. Sekulic et al.
(2009) compared the range of motion and some reflexes
between breech and occipital births between 2 and 4 days
after birth, and found a decreased range of movements in
the breech group, particularly in the lower limb. Fong et
al. (2009) found that at 2, 4 and 6 weeks after birth, breech
babies spend significantly more time in a flexed hip posture
and significantly less time in an extended hip posture than
cephalic presentation babies, while no difference in knee
extension was found between the groups. From 12 weeks
on, no significant differences were found between the
groups (Fong et al., 2009). Sival et al. (1993) also found
significant effects on hip extension in foetal breech position
infants up until 12 weeks after birth. The long term effects
3
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Fig. 2. Foetal breech positions.

Gender
Foetal movements may be more frequent or more
pronounced in male foetuses than in female foetuses.
Almli et al. (2001) performed longitudinal quantification
of leg movements for 37 subjects at 30, 34 and 37 weeks
gestational age using ultrasound. At weeks 30 and 37, the
mean number of leg movements per minute was found to
be significantly lower in females as compared to males,
while at week 34 the average was lower for females than
for males but was not statistically significant. Buss et al.
(2009) also examined gender-specific movements; in this
case, the startle response as measured by foetal heart rate
in response to vibroacoustic stimulation applied to the
mothers abdomen. The authors found differences between
the genders in response to vibroacoustic stimulation,
with males showing significantly larger responses than
females at 31 and 37 weeks of gestation. However, the
small numbers of subjects and the limited duration of the
monitoring periods in these studies mean that a definitive
conclusion on gender differences in foetal movements
cannot be reached as yet.

of breech foetal position were assessed by Fong et al.
(2008), who characterised locomotion in children with an
average age of 2.5 years. The study showed that there were
no differences between walking patterns between breech
and control groups, but that during a functional task (gap
crossing), the children who had been in a breech foetal
position exhibited less extra hip flexion than in the control
group, with all other gait analysis parameters remaining
equal between the groups. The authors suggest that this
may indicate that the breech group flex their hip less and
extend more, or else that they walk with a more flexed
position. However, the authors highlight the relatively
small number of subjects (n = 10 for breech group and
n = 11 for control group) (Fong et al., 2008), and it is
likely that greater numbers are needed to verify if a foetal
breech position does have long term effects on locomotion.
Interestingly, while the lower limbs are more restricted in
a foetal breech position, the upper limbs are likely to have
more space as compared to a cephalic presentation, and it
has been shown the wrists of breech foetuses are less flexed
than those of cephalic after 36 gestational weeks (GW)
(Fong et al., 2005a). The position and shape of the foetal
head in late gestation have also been shown to be affected
differently in breech and cephalic positions, where those in
a breech foetal position are less likely to adopt a lateralised
head position as compared to those in a cephalic position
(Fong et al., 2005b). Breech foetuses were also shown to
have slightly more elongated heads than cephalic foetuses,
which likely reflects differences in the local mechanical
environment of the skull, due to the fact that while the
cephalic skull engages with the maternal bony pelvis, the
skull of a breech position foetus is surrounded by soft
tissue at the upper side of the uterus (Fong et al., 2005b).

External influences affecting foetal movements
The two main external influences shown to be capable
of affecting some foetal movements are maternal
consumption and acoustic stimulation. Foetal breathing
movements, but not gross foetal body movements, have
been shown to be affected by increased maternal glucose
levels (Bocking et al., 1982; Lewis et al., 1978), indicating
that blood sugar levels may not affect gross movements.
Similarly, foetal body movements are unaffected by
maternal alcohol consumption, while foetal breathing
and eye movements are transiently affected (McLeod et
4
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al., 1983; Mulder et al., 1998). Short-term administration
of caffeine has no effect on foetal body or breathing
movements, while long term caffeine consumption may
lead to increased foetal breathing activity (McGowan et
al., 1987). An association between cigarette smoking and
decreased foetal breathing movements has been reported
(Manning et al., 1975; Ritchie, 1980), but the effects
of smoking on gross foetal movements have not been
assessed. Maternal methadone administration has been
shown to reduce foetal motor activity (Jansson et al.,
2005), and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI)
use, a treatment for maternal depression, has been shown
to lead to more jerky gross movements and fewer foetal
breathing movements (Salisbury et al., 2009). Maternal
cocaine or methamphetamine usage decreases placental
blood flow and therefore reduces the supply of oxygen to
the foetus (Salisbury et al., 2009), which would likely lead
to reduced foetal movements.
Methods such as manual manipulation and vibroacoustic
stimulation have been used to bring the foetus to a more
active cycle for clinical screening purposes. Manual
manipulation, which involves physical shaking or
movement of the uterus, was reported by Piyamongkol
et al. (2006) to increase foetal reactivity, but a Cochrane
review (a systematic review and meta-analysis of
intervention studies, and not including observational
studies) by Tan and Sabapathy (2001) of three trials with
a total of 1100 women with 2130 episodes of participation
found no significant benefit in increasing foetal reactivity.
In another Cochrane review (Tan and Smyth, 2001), foetal
vibroacoustic stimulation, where a handheld electronic
device is used to transmit brief sound stimuli to the foetus,
was, however, found to evoke significantly more foetal
movement.

sequence (FADS) occurs with highly abnormal or absent
foetal movement. A substantial reduction in foetal
movement can lead to arthrogryposis, a syndrome where
multiple joint contractures are present. The hip joint is
particularly dependant on foetal movements, with the
most common congenital musculoskeletal abnormality
being developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH). The
risk of DDH is thought to be strongly linked to abnormal
movement or intrauterine conditions. These conditions
are interlinked, as in the most severe cases of FADS,
arthrogryposis and DDH are likely to be present, while
abnormal development of the hip (i.e., DDH) frequently
occurs in cases of arthrogryposis. These conditions are
summarised in Table 1 and are discussed in detail below.
The effect of premature birth on bone mineralisation is
also discussed in the context of in utero biomechanical
stimulation.
Foetal Akinesia Deformation Sequence (FADS)
Aetiology
FADS, also known as Pena-Shokeir syndrome, is a
rare, non-specific syndrome with severely abnormal, or
absent, foetal movements as its common denominator.
The incidence of FADS has been found to be 1:15 000
in a retrospective population-based study (Bayat et al.,
2009). The main symptoms of FADS include multiple joint
contractures, craniofacial deformities, abnormal volume
of amniotic fluid, pulmonary hypoplasia, and intrauterine
growth restriction (Hall, 2009). Focussing specifically on
the skeleton, common symptoms include thin bones which
are prone to fracture, clenched hands with adducted thumbs
and scrambled fingers, congenital talipes equinovarus (club
foot), and flexed or extended joint contractures (reviewed in
Hall, 2009). Congenital kyphosis scoliosis and other spinal
abnormalities have been reported (reviewed in Hall, 2009).
Radiographic and histological analyses by Rodriguez et al.
(1998a) of eleven newborns who died due to complications
arising from conditions of foetal immobility (due to
spinal muscular atrophy, primary myopathic process and
congenital myotonic dystrophy) revealed that the long
bones were slender and hypomineralised. Multiple long
bone fractures were detected in the infants with spinal
muscular atrophy or a primary myopathic process, while
no diaphyseal fractures were detected in those with
congenital myotonic dystrophy (Rodriguez et al., 1998a).
Most fractures were presumed to be due to delivery and
postnatal handling, but there was evidence to suggest that
some growth plate fractures may have occurred in utero
(Rodriguez et al., 1998a). A detailed morphometric study of
the bones revealed that the long bones from the immobile
group were of the same length as age matched controls,
but had a decreased cortical thickness and cortical area
(Rodriguez et al., 1988b).
There have been several studies in which the foetal
movement patterns in foetuses suffering from FADS have
been described. 2D ultrasound is the most common imaging
modality, but MRI (Nemec et al., 2011) and 4D ultrasound
(Ruano et al., 2003) have also been used. The time of onset
of abnormal movements varies between foetuses, with

Biomechanics of Prenatal Skeletogenesis
The prenatal development of the human skeleton was
described in outstanding detail by Bardeen (1905) and with
Lewis (Bardeen and Lewis, 1901) in two ground-breaking
papers from the very start of the 20th century. These papers
reveal key events of skeletogenesis during the embryonic
period, which comprises the first ten gestational weeks.
All skeletal elements (apart from some distal phalanges)
are present in cartilaginous form by 8.5 gestational weeks
(Bardeen and Lewis, 1901) (conversion from crown to
rump length to gestational age from Hadlock et al., 1985),
and at this stage joint shapes already roughly resemble
their adult forms (Bardeen, 1905; Bardeen and Lewis,
1901). Independent limb movements commence at around
9 gestational weeks (de Vries and Fong, 2006), which
coincides with the same point at which long bone primary
ossification centres initiate (Bagnall et al., 1982; Bardeen
and Lewis, 1901). Cavitation of major joints occurs at 10
gestational weeks (Bardeen and Lewis, 1901; O’Rahilly
and Gardner, 1975), and further refinement of joint
shapes occurs throughout gestation (Ráliš and McKibbin,
1973). Any prolonged or systemic reduction in foetal
movements can affect skeletal development. At the most
severe end, the fatal condition foetal akinesia deformation
5
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Table 1. Summary of featured musculoskeletal conditions in which reduced or abnormal foetal movement (FM) is
comorbid.

FADS

Arthrogryopsis

DDH

Incidence
1 per 15 000
(Bayat et al.,
2009).

Effects on
musculoskeletal system
Slender,
hypomineralised
bones; mutiple joint
contractures; congenital
talipes equinovarus

Effects on fetal movements
& measurement techniques
Severe reduction in,
abnormal, or complete
absence of FM. Measured
using ultrasound (see text for
references)

Possible causal pathways
a) Neurogenic/myogenic/connective tissue
pathology => abnormal movements =>
musculoskeletal abnormalities
b) Unknown causes => abnormal movements
=> musculoskeletal abnormalities
c) Unknown causes => contractures =>
abnormal movements => musculoskeletal
abnormalities
1 per 3000–5000 Joint contractures in two Reduced/restricted/
a) Neurogenic/myogenic/connective tissue
(Lowry et al.,
or more body parts
abnormal FM due to neural,
pathology => abnormal movements =>
2010)
muscular or connective
contractures
tissue disorders, vascular
b) Environmental factors => restricted
compromise, intrauterine
movements => contractures
environment or unknown
c) Vascular/hypoxic event => abnormal
causes. Movements measured
movements => contractures
using ultrasound in small
d) Maternal illness or drug use => abnormal
number of affected fetuses
movements => contractures
(see text for references)
e) Unknown causes => abnormal movements
=> contractures
f) Contractures => abnormal movements
=>aggravated contractures
1.3 per 1000
Unstable, partially or
Many identified risk factors
a) Myogenic/connective tissue pathology
(Dezateux and
fully dislocated, or
for DDH known or believed
=> abnormal movements => early-onset
Rosendahl, 2007) malformed hip joint
to restrict movement, and
DDH
reduced movements in DDH b) Environmental factors => restricted
cases reported based on
movements => DDH
maternal testimony (see text c) Unknown causes => abnormal movements
for references). Objective
=> DDH
measurement of FM
d) Genetic causes => DDH
needed to provide evidence
for relationship between
movement and DDH

the earliest described time of abnormal movements being
between 11 to 16 GW (Donker et al., 2009; Kirkinen et
al., 1987), and the latest at 28 to 30 GW (Donker et al.,
2009; Mulder et al., 2001). The most common movement
profiles for FADS are the complete absence of movement
(Kirkinen et al., 1987; Nemec et al., 2011; Paladini et
al., 2001; Sherer et al., 1992), and reduced movement
(Kirkinen et al., 1987; Nemec et al., 2011). However,
jerky and monotonous movements (Mulder et al., 2001)
and region specific akinesia (Tongsong et al., 2000) have
been reported. The most comprehensive analysis to-date on
the quantity and quality of foetal movements with FADS
is from Donker et al. (2009), who performed multiple
sonographic assessments for motility and posture on 14
foetuses affected with FADS. Contractures were always
present from 15 GW onwards in the foetuses affected with
FADS. There was a significant reduction in the range of
different types of specific movement patterns (e.g., startle,
isolated arm/leg movement, jaw opening, etc.) exhibited by
FADS foetuses as compared to controls. The quality of the
movement (variation in amplitude, speed, and complexity
of movements) was abnormal in most FADS foetuses, but
only half showed quantitatively less motor activity (time
spent moving) than controls. There were no FADS foetuses
in which contractures were present and all three movement
parameters (quantity, quality and differentiation) were
characterised as being normal, although one foetus at
28 GW had contractures of the legs and normal movement
differentiation and quality, the quantity of movement not
having been assessed in that particular scan. One foetus

exhibited an abnormal quantity of movement (at 13 GW),
prior to development of contractures, which were present
by 15 GW (Donker et al., 2009).
Risk factors
The most likely cause-effect relationship for FADS is as
follows: a root cause leads to an aberration from normal
foetal movement patterns, and the resultant reduced,
abnormal or absent movements lead to joint contractures,
craniofacial abnormalities and pulmonary hypoplasia.
However, it is not possible to discount the hypothesis that,
in some cases, contractures could occur first and prevent
normal movements, since contractures and (some form
of) abnormality of movement are almost always identified
together (Donker et al., 2009). Severely abnormal or
absent foetal movements can result from muscular or
neural conditions, such as myotonic dystrophy or central
nervous system anomalies, restrictive dermopathy (a
lethal autosomal recessive skin condition), teratogen
exposure, intrauterine ischemia, or unknown causes (Hall,
2009; Witters et al., 2002; Yfantis et al., 2002). While
restricted intrauterine space due to factors such as multiple
pregnancy, uterine abnormalities or oligohydramnios,
may reduce foetal movements, it is unlikely that space
limitation alone will lead to the lethal form of FADS
(Hall, 2009). In cases in which a neuromuscular disorder
is present, FADS has been proposed to be the severe
end of the spectrum of disease entities such as spinal
muscular atrophy and congenital muscular dystrophies
and myopathies (Ravenscroft et al., 2011), with foetal
6
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akinesia potentially resulting from a recessive rather than
a dominant trait (Ravenscroft et al., 2011). At least 20
familial types of FADS have been identified, as reviewed
by Hall (2009), and a number of genes associated with
foetal akinesia have been identified (Ravenscroft et al.,
2011). However, for the majority of cases of FADS, no
specific diagnosis can be made (Witters et al., 2002). Next
generation sequencing of cohorts of characterised cases of
FADS has been highlighted as a promising way forward
to improve diagnosis of foetal akinesia and to help inform
genetic counselling and to facilitate prenatal diagnoses
(Ravenscroft et al., 2011).

on whether the newborn child has normal neurological
function. An abnormal neurological examination indicates
abnormalities of the central nervous system (CNS) or the
neuromuscular system, where the abnormalities are due
to dysgenesis (curtailment or disruption of the program
of development, e.g., of the anterior horns of the spinal
cord and motor nuclei of brainstem) or degeneration (e.g.,
spinal muscular atrophy) or both (Banker, 1986). These
abnormalities are the most common causes of severe
arthrogryposis (Bamshad et al., 2009). When normal
neurological function is present, the arthrogryposis is likely
to be due to a connective tissue disorder, amyoplasia, foetal
crowding, or so-called distal arthrogryposis (Bamshad
et al., 2009). Amyoplasia (lack of muscle growth) is a
sporadic condition where limb muscles are partly or fully
replaced by fatty-fibrous tissues (Hall et al., 2014), and
is the most prevalent type of arthrogryposis, accounting
for a third of all cases (Filges and Hall, 2013). The most
common presentation of amyoplasia at birth is symmetric
involvement of all four limbs with internally rotated
shoulders, extended and pronated elbows, flexed wrists,
stiff fingers with the thumbs positioned in the palm,
dislocated hips, extended knees and severe equinovarus
contractures (club foot) (Bamshad et al., 2009), as shown
in Fig. 3. The aetiology and pathogenesis of amyoplasia
is unknown, but vascular compromise of the developing
spinal cord leading to interruption of maturation of

Diagnosis and treatment
Most cases die in utero, at birth or in the newborn period
because of severe pulmonary hypoplasia (Hall, 2009).
FADS is usually detectable in a prenatal ultrasound, with
the most consistent early indication being joint contractures
(Donker et al., 2009). Foetal MRI (Nemec et al., 2011) and
4-D ultrasound (Ruano et al., 2003) have been proposed as
adjuncts to prenatal ultrasound for confirming, and possibly
advancing upon, the ultrasound diagnosis. When FADS is
diagnosed prenatally, the foetus is often terminated due to
the very low or non-existent chance of survival.
Animal models
FADS is not a true diagnosis or specific syndrome, but
rather a group of abnormalities that lead to foetal akinesia.
A number of animal model systems in which prenatal
movements have been eliminated have replicated the
major features of FADS; including joint contractures,
spinal abnormalities and pulmonary hypoplasia. A study
in which rat foetuses were paralysed in utero in the last
3 days of development using a neuromuscular blocking
agent, led to similar symptoms to those seen in human
infants (Moessinger, 1983), and was instrumental in
determining that FADS is a syndrome related to the absence
of foetal movement rather than a specific condition.
Genetically modified mouse lines in which skeletal muscle
is absent or non-functional (Kahn et al., 2009; Nowlan
et al., 2010a; Pai, 1965; Rot-Nikcevic et al., 2006) and
pharmacologically immobilised chick model systems
(Drachman and Sokóloff, 1966; Hall and Herring, 1990;
Hosseini and Hogg, 1991; Murray and Drachman, 1969)
can also replicate the main symptoms of FADS.
Arthogryposis
Aetiology
Arthrogryposis, or multiple congenital contractures, is
also a syndrome with the common root cause of reduced
foetal movement due to abnormal muscle and/or neural
development. The term is used to describe patients in
whom joints in two or more body parts are abnormally
angled or bent. The condition is relatively rare, with an
estimated incidence of between 1:3000 and 1:5000 (Lowry
et al., 2010). Arthrogryposis is a clinical finding rather
than a specific diagnosis, and is a feature of more than 300
different disorders (Bamshad et al., 2009; Filges and Hall,
2013). There are two broad types of arthrogryposis based

Fig. 3. Child with amyoplasia with (not quite symmetric
in this case) involvement of all four limbs, internally
rotated shoulders, extended and pronated elbows, flexed
wrists, stiff fingers with the thumbs positioned in the
palm, extended knees and equinovarus contractures.
Reproduced with permission © Ani Samargian.
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Risk factors
When disorders of the nervous system, neuromuscular
system or connective tissues lead to arthrogryposis, there
is usually a genetic origin, with a high degree of heredity
(Filges and Hall, 2013). A list of the most frequent mutations
leading to arthrogryposis is provided in Filges and Hall’s
paper from 2013. For example, the distal arthrogryposes
are autosomal dominant disorders, and genetic mutations
that can cause distal arthrogryposis have been identified
in genes involved in encoding components of fast-twitch
myofibres (Bamshad et al., 2009). Non-genetic risk factors
for arthrogryposis include foetal overcrowding (Hall et al.,
1983), maternal illness (e.g., multiple sclerosis, myasthenia
gravis (Bevan et al., 2007)), or drug consumption (e.g.,
treatment for tetanus (Jago, 1970)). The condition has an
increased prevalence in twins, and in pregnancies in which
environmental conditions restrict foetal movements, such
as in the case of a bicornate uterus or with oligohydramnios
(Hall et al., 1983). However, amyoplasia, the most common
form of arthrogryposis, is apparently completely sporadic
(Hall et al., 2014) with monozygotic twins discordantly
affected (Hall et al., 1983), and the risk factors are as yet
unknown. In cases of arthrogryposis with a neurogenic,
myogenic or connective tissue pathology, or the presence
of a maternal muscular condition or maternal drug use, it
is highly likely that the cause-effect relationship is that the
reduced or abnormal movements lead to joint contractures.
However, it is not currently possible to define the causeeffect relationship in amyoplasia and in other sporadic
incidents of arthrogryposis, and it is likely that there could
be different causal pathways between different types and
incidences of the syndrome. A number of hypothesised
causal pathways are proposed in Table 1, but it is
indisputable that there needs to be a much more extensive
and in-depth analysis of posture and motor assessment in
a large number of foetuses with arthrogryposis (similar to
the type of study performed by Donker et al. (2009) for
FADS, ideally with an increased sample size) in order to
gain a better insight into the root causes of the syndrome.

anterior horn cells (motor neurons of the axial muscles)
and interruption of the development of the related limb
muscles has been suggested as a hypothesis regarding
aetiology (Hall et al., 2014). Distal arthrogryposes are a
group of autosomal dominant disorders that involve the
hands and feet with the larger joints normally spared. Ten
different types of distal arthrogryposes have been described
to date, which are classified hierarchically according to the
key diagnostic criteria (Bamshad et al., 2009). The most
common of the distal arthrogryposes is thought to be distal
arthrogryposis type 2, which is also known as SheldonHall syndrome (Bamshad et al., 2009). Key features of
the condition (in addition to contractures of the hands and
feet) include scoliosis, a very small mouth and puckered
lips (Bamshad et al., 2009).
Despite wide acceptance that abnormal foetal
movements are inherent to arthrogryposis, a clear picture
on the patterns and quantity of foetal movements in affected
foetuses does not currently exist. However, it is highly
likely that the heterogeneous nature of the syndrome would
also lead to a range of effects on foetal movements between
different patients. Two sources of information available on
foetal movements in foetuses with arthrogryposis are case
reports and retrospective reports of maternal sensation.
Reports of maternal sensation of foetal movements in
cases of arthrogryposis describe maternal sensation of
both decreased and increased foetal movements. Hall et al.
(1983) report that decreased movements were noticed in 26
out of 79 pregnancies with an affected foetus, and increased
movements in 5 of those pregnancies. Wynne-Davies and
Lloyd-Roberts (1976) reported similar findings, with 25
out of 66 mothers of children with arthrogryposis reporting
decreased or absent foetal movements and 7 reporting
increased movements. However, maternal testimonies
taken after the birth of an affected child (and particularly
when the testimony is taken years after the birth) cannot
be assumed to be reliable, and furthermore, maternal
sensation of foetal movement is subjective (Hertogs et al.,
1979). Quantification of movement using ultrasound for
foetuses affected by arthrogryposis has been performed
in only a very small number of arthrogryposis foetuses,
with all studies reporting abnormal or absent movement
during the period of imaging. The absence of movement
in foetuses with arthrogryposis has been reported for scans
performed at 19 GW (Baty et al., 1988; Sepulveda et al.,
1995), 23 GW (Baty et al., 1988), and 30.5 GW (Goldberg
et al., 1986). Dudkiewicz et al. (1999) describe a case of
distal arthrogryposis type 1, in which the hands and fingers
were immobile throughout an ultrasound examination at
23 GW, while there was normal movement of the lower
extremities. When the child was born, only the hands and
fingers were affected (Dudkiewicz et al., 1999). Only one
of the movement quantification studies described above
examined the same foetus at more than one time point
(Baty et al., 1988), and no ultrasound studies examined
more than one foetus with arthrogryposis. It is clear that
more real-time ultrasound studies of affected foetuses
from across the spectrum of the arthrogryposis syndrome,
and at a range of stages of gestation, are needed in order
to better facilitate diagnosis and clinical understanding of
the condition.

Diagnosis and treatment
Treatment for multiple congenital contractures involves
a combination of casting and splinting, physical therapy
and surgical reductions and soft tissue release, with the
main goal being towards improving patient independence,
particularly for communication, activities of daily life and
mobility (Bevan et al., 2007). There is a very low rate of
prenatal diagnosis for multiple congenital contractures,
with only 22.2 % of 107 cases being diagnosed prenatally
(Filges and Hall, 2013). Filges and Hall (2013) highlight
the lack of established standards for quantifying foetal
movements, and point out that prenatal diagnosis of
amyoplasia could enable potential interventions to improve
the child’s prognosis, such as increasing foetal movement
(e.g., with caffeine or maternal exercise (Hall et al., 2014))
or prompting early delivery.
Animal models
Animal models for specific genetic conditions leading to
arthrogryposis have been proposed (Ha et al., 2013), as
have model systems replicating the effects of maternal
8
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conditions (Jacobson et al., 1998). Arthrogryposis in
agricultural animals has been shown to occur when toxic
alkaloids are ingested by the pregnant mother, or when
the Akabane virus is contracted during the pregnancy
(Swinyard and Bleck, 1985). No model system has been
proposed for the hypothesised link between vascular
compromise of the placenta and amyoplasia. A range
of model systems of abnormal prenatal movement (as
outlined above for FADS) replicate the end result of
joint contractures common to all conditions leading to
arthrogryposis, but the only study that has studied the
development of joint contractures in significant detail is
from Drachman and Coulombre (1962). Chick embryos
were temporarily immobilised for between 24-48 h, at a
range of time periods between 7-15 days of incubation,
and then grown to the full incubation period of 21 days.
Although movement gradually resumed in the foetal
chicks after the end of the immobilisation period, limb
deformities were present at hatching, with the more
advanced degrees of deformity being associated with
higher concentrations of neuromuscular blocking agent
and with older ages for initiation of treatment. The authors
describe how the survivors developed an adaptive gait to
their persistent deformities. It is significant that a brief
period of immobilisation (less than 10 % of the incubation
period) caused such a permanent deformity (Drachman and
Coulombre, 1962).

Fig. 4. Developmental dysplasia of the right hip in a
young child of estimated age 2.5 years (Image: http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Dislocated_hip.jpg).

Academy of Pediatrics, 2000). Some ethnicities and/
or geographical regions have higher incidence rates of
DDH than the general population, such as the Japanese
(Yamamuro and Ishida, 1984) and Northern Italian
(Riboni et al., 2003) populations. Many detected cases of
hip instability in newborns resolve without any medical
intervention (Bialik et al., 1999), but if dysplasia persists
and is undetected or untreated, severe osteoarthritis can
develop (Wedge and Wasylenko, 1979).

Developmental Dysplasia or Dislocation
of the Hip (DDH)

Risk factors
DDH is a multifactorial disease, with both genetics and
environment thought to play a role. Genetic risk factors
include female gender (Chan et al., 1997) and positive
family history (Stevenson et al., 2009; Wynne-Davies,
1970). It is thought that female babies are at higher risk
due to their susceptibility to the maternal hormone relaxin,
which may contribute to ligamentous laxity in the hip
joint (Maclennan and Maclennan, 1997). There is limited
information on what genes may be responsible for the
familial incidence of DDH, with most studies proposing
an association between a genetic or chromosome variant
and DDH being focussed on individual families or single
ethnicities (Dai et al., 2008; Feldman et al., 2010; Feldman
et al., 2012; Hao et al., 2014; Rouault et al., 2010; Tian et
al., 2012), limiting their impact on the wider population.
However, evidence that GDF-5 may be linked with DDH
has been revealed for both Chinese Han (Dai et al., 2008)
and western Brittany (Rouault et al., 2010) patient groups.
Intriguingly, abnormal GDF-5 expression has been shown
in the elbow joints of immobile “muscleless limbs” mouse
embryos (Kahn et al., 2009), which undergo aberrant
shape morphogenesis (Kahn et al., 2009; Nowlan et al.,
2010a). Based on the in vivo mechanosensitivity of GDF5 (Kahn et al., 2009), could a GDF-5 single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) affect the mechano-response of the
joint tissues to foetal movements? Furthermore, GDF-5 has
been identified as a susceptibility gene for hip osteoarthritis
(Chapman et al., 2008; Evangelou et al., 2009; Miyamoto
et al., 2007; Southam et al., 2007; Vaes et al., 2009).

Aetiology
DDH occurs when the joint between the femoral head
and the acetabulum is unstable or malformed, or when the
femoral head is partially or completely dislocated from the
acetabular cup (Aronsson et al., 1994; Weinstein, 1987).
The condition includes hips that are unstable, partially or
fully dislocated, or malformed (American Academy of
Pediatrics, 2000), as shown in Fig. 4. Instability in a hip is
present when a tight fit between the femoral head and the
acetabulum is absent, leading to abnormal movement of
the femoral head, while a dislocation is defined as a loss
of contact between the femoral head and the acetabulum
(American Academy of Pediatrics, 2000). While it was
initially believed that primary acetabular dysplasia would
lead to DDH (Aronsson et al., 1994), it has been shown
in animal models that acetabular dysplasia develops when
the femoral head is not concentrically reduced in the
acetabulum, and can be reversed by restoring a normal
relationship between the two bones (Salter, 1968). Two
types of dislocation have been defined (Aronsson et al.,
1994); paralytic dislocations, which initiate during the
first or second trimester and are often associated with
neuromuscular disorders or genetic defects, and typical
dislocations, which occur in otherwise healthy infants and
may occur in utero, at birth or after birth. The incidence of
persistent and clinically diagnosed hip dysplasia has been
calculated to be 1.3 per 1000 (Leck, 2000), with higher
prevalence of neonatal clinical hip instability of 11.5 per
1000 detected through orthopaedic screening (American
9
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movements would be regularly monitored in a large cohort
(ideally including foetuses at higher risk of DDH due to
foetal breech position or family history), over the course
of the second and third trimesters, and foetal movement
patterns later compared between cases diagnosed postnatally with DDH and normal controls. In this way, the
importance of quantity or quality of movements at specific
timepoints or over extended periods of gestation for healthy
hip development could be explored.

Considering the increased risk of hip osteoarthritis in
later life for patients with undiagnosed or unsuccessfully
treated hip or acetabular dysplasia (Engesæter et al., 2008;
Reijman et al., 2005; Sandell, 2012), the role of GDF-5
certainly offers a fascinating line of enquiry for the future.
Even in families with a predisposition to DDH, the
mechanical environment is also of key importance for
hip development (Stevenson et al., 2009). Risk factors
for DDH relating to the mechanical environment and/or
foetal movement patterns include; foetal breech position,
in which movement of the hips is limited, (Muller and
Seddon, 1953); first born, reputedly due to high uterine
tone (Wilkinson, 1963); large babies (Hinderaker et al.,
1994); oligohydramnios (Hinderaker et al., 1994); and
congenital neuromuscular problems (American Academy
of Pediatrics, 2000; Iwahara and Ikeda, 1962). Neonatal
hip instability is more than four times more frequent
in breech presentations (Hinderaker et al., 1994), with
extended breech leading to the highest risk of DDH (Holen
et al., 1996). The left hip is more commonly affected than
the right hip in non-breech newborns (Aronsson et al.,
1994), and it has been proposed that this is due to limited
abduction of the left hip due to the common positioning
of the left leg beside the mother’s spine (Aronsson et al.,
1994). Postnatal positioning of the thighs in extension
and adduction, using cradle boards in Native American
populations or tight swaddling in Japan, can increase
the risk of dysplasia in the hips developing post-natally
(Dezateux and Rosendahl, 2007; Salter, 1968; Yamamuro
and Ishida, 1984). Interestingly, twins do not exhibit
higher rates of DDH than singleton births (De Pellegrin
and Moharamzadeh, 2010; Doyle et al., 1991), despite
the restricted environment of the uterus and the increased
likelihood of breech presentation of at least one twin.
Twins normally have flexed knees, which is suggested to
be protective for DDH (De Pellegrin and Moharamzadeh,
2010). Additionally, twins are normally of a lower average
weight at birth than singletons, and high birth weight is
a further risk factor for hip dysplasia (De Pellegrin and
Moharamzadeh, 2010).
A number of hypothesised causal pathways leading
to DDH are proposed in Table 1. Despite the list of
factors relating to an abnormal or restricted intra-uterine
mechanical environment associated with DDH, I am not
aware of any case report or cohort study in which foetal
movement was characterised in a foetus that was later
diagnosed with DDH. Therefore, while it is hypothesised
that most cases of early-onset DDH are due to a muscle
or connective tissue pathology, and that environmental
factors leading to reduced movements play a role in typical
(late-onset) DDH, these hypotheses cannot be corroborated
without serial assessments of foetal movements in DDH
cases for comparison with normal controls. Such a study
is unlikely to be feasible using clinical imaging methods,
due to the fact that DDH cannot currently be diagnosed
prenatally (unlike FADS and arthrogryposis in which
contractures are present), and so it would be impossible
to identify subjects for prospective repeated sonographic
assessments. If a non-invasive, wearable sensor for foetal
movements were available (Nishihara et al., 2008; Ryo
et al., 2012), a study could be performed in which foetal

Diagnosis and treatment
Newborn infants are tested for hip stability using one or
both standardised manipulation tests known as the Barlow
and Ortolani manoeuvres (Barlow, 1962; Ortolani, 1937).
Some countries have introduced ultrasound screening for
at-risk infants (Lowry et al., 2005), but routine ultrasound
screening of infants is not recommended, due to the high
cost of such blanket screening methods, and the potential
for overtreatment or unnecessary interventions (Dezateux
and Rosendahl, 2007; American Academy of Pediatrics,
2000). The lack of randomised control trials for both
screening and treatment for DDH have been highlighted
repeatedly (Dezateux and Rosendahl, 2007; American
Academy of Pediatrics, 2000). When DDH is diagnosed
early (prior to 6 months of age), a splinting device, such
as the Pavlic harness (Pavlik, 1992), is used to guide
the hips into flexion and abduction to obtain concentric
reduction of the hip (Aronsson et al., 1994). If splinting
is unsuccessful or if DDH is diagnosed after 6 months,
surgical procedures including closed reductions and (in
severe cases) open reductions, combined with a spica
cast, are recommended (Pavlik, 1992). Late detection of
DDH is a significant problem, and even when a screening
programme is in place, it is likely that 1 in 5000 children
will have a dislocated hip detected at 18 months of age
or older (Dezateux and Godward, 1996). Complications
of splinting include femoral nerve palsies, pressure
sores, difficulties in handling the baby, and parental
anxiety (Dezateux and Rosendahl, 2007). However, the
most serious complication of treatment is iatrogenic
osteonecrosis of the femoral head, also referred to as
avascular or aseptic necrosis of the femoral head, which
has a frequency from 5-60 % after surgical treatments and
from 0-14 % after non-surgical treatments (Dezateux and
Rosendahl, 2007). Osteonecrosis occurs when the blood
supply to the femoral head is interrupted and results in
tissue morbidity and abnormal hip development (American
Academy of Pediatrics, 2000). Studies have suggested that
the presence of the secondary centre of ossification in the
proximal femur prior to reduction decreases the risk of
osteonecrosis (Segal et al., 1999a) due to the increased
mechanical stiffness of the capital femoral epiphysis when
the ossific nucleus is present (Segal et al., 1999b), but a
meta-analysis of six observational studies did not find a
significant effect of the presence or absence of the ossific
nucleus on the development of osteonecrosis (Roposch
et al., 2009). Patients treated for DDH are thought to be
at increased risk of developing early hip osteoarthritis,
particularly those children who undergo a closed or open
reduction. In a follow-up study of 264 DDH patients,
more than half of the patients had radiological signs of
10
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osteoarthritis, with 30 % of patients experiencing pain
(Muller and Seddon, 1953). Of the patients experiencing
pain, 87 % of these reported an age of onset of pain of 40
or younger (Muller and Seddon, 1953). As the patients in
the above study were treated before 1940, it is debatable
how much relevance these statistics have for patients
treated today. However, it has recently been proposed that
joint shape is a key determinant in the risk of osteoarthritis
(Hogervorst et al., 2012; Sandell, 2012), which may
therefore mean that DDH patients in whom an “optimal”
joint shape was not achieved (not necessarily equivalent
to the treatment aim of a stable joint shape) may be at
increased risk of developing osteoarthritis in later life.

the immobilised joints included flattening of the proximal
femur, abnormal orientation of the femur with the pelvis,
and abnormal coverage of the acetabulum (Nowlan et
al., 2014). Experiments are underway to investigate the
critical time points for foetal movements’ influence on
hip abnormalities, and also to investigate if the foetal hip
joint can recover if movement is enabled after a period of
immobilisation.
Susceptibility
The adult hip joint is one of the most stable joints in the
body, and it is curious that it is the only joint to be routinely
and non-traumatically dislocated or dysplastic at, or soon
after, birth. It is interesting to note that the acetabulum is
at its deepest (in shape) very early in development (first
trimester), and becomes gradually more shallow until the
time of birth (Ráliš and McKibbin, 1973). After birth, the
trend reverses and the acetabulum becomes deeper as the
child grows (Ráliš and McKibbin, 1973). The shape of
the femoral head also undergoes changes in shape that
affect stability. From an almost globular shape in early
development, the femoral head becomes more and more
hemispherical approaching birth, while after birth a more
globular shape begins to develop (although it never attains
the almost perfectly spherical shape of early development)
(Ráliš and McKibbin, 1973). The combination of these
shape changes mean that the coverage of the femoral head
by the acetabulum is lowest at birth compared to any other
timepoint in development, childhood or adulthood (Ráliš
and McKibbin, 1973). Could it be that hip dysplasia is an
extreme outcome of the normal developmental process of
increasing acetabular shallowness and decreasing coverage
of the femoral head? Perhaps this process of increasing
shallowness is mediated by movements at the hip joint,
and accelerated when movements are restricted, leading
to instability or, in extreme cases, dislocation. These
research questions offer potential avenues for providing
new insights into the aetiology of DDH.

Animal models
Historically, the most commonly used model system
for DDH was canine hip dysplasia (CDH). Canine hip
dysplasia has been defined as a biomechanical disease
where hip instability leads to altered forces in the growing
femoral head and acetabulum (Fries and Remedios,
1995). The frequency of the disease varies between
breeds, with heavier, larger, and faster-growing dogs
being more susceptible (Riser et al., 1985). However,
key differences between CDH and DDH mean that dogs
are not an appropriate model system for investigating the
aetiology of human hip dysplasia. Firstly, in contrast to
DDH, CDH is never present at birth (Fries and Remedios,
1995), and secondly, subluxation in dogs does not occur
until the dogs begin weight-bearing (Fries and Remedios,
1995), whilst DDH develops in very early life and prior
to any crawling or walking. The young rabbit has also
been used as an experimental model system for DDH
(Langenskiöld et al., 1962; Michelsson and Langenskiöld,
1972; Wilkinson, 1963). In recent years, two new animal
models of DDH have been proposed. The first model
system reproduces the type of hip dysplasia induced by
straight leg swaddling, where the hind limbs of neonatal
rats were fixed together in hip adduction and extension
with the knees in extension using surgical tape (Wang et
al., 2012). The study revealed that prolonged swaddling
(first ten neonatal days) led to the highest rate of hip
dysplasia (82 %) with high rates of dislocation, followed in
severity by early swaddling (first 5 days, 48 % dislocated
or dysplastic) with only 20 % abnormal hips in the late
swaddling group (neonatal days 6-10). The same model
system was adopted by another group, who investigated
changes in chondrocyte differentiation in swaddlinginduced hip dysplasia (Pei et al., 2014). Our group recently
proposed the immobilised chick embryo as a model system
for early-onset (teratological or “paralytic”) dislocations
which result from neuromuscular disorders (Nowlan et
al., 2014). Chick embryos were immobilised by in ovo
administration of a neuromuscular blocking agent at
day 4 of incubation, prior to the commencement of any
spontaneous limbs movements. As expected based on
previous studies (reviewed in Nowlan et al., 2010b), joint
cavitation did not occur in the immobilised hip joints.
However, our study revealed for the first time that hip
joint shape morphogenesis was dramatically affected by
the absence of movements only after the time point at
which joint cavitation should have occurred. Effects on

Bone Disease of Prematurity
Bone disease of prematurity (also known as osteopenia
of prematurity) is a complication of prematurity which
leads to bone softening and fractures. It occurs in up
to 30 % of severely preterm infants (those born at less
than 28 weeks of gestation) (Sharp, 2007). Infants born
prematurely miss some of the most active period of
active bone mineralisation in the third trimester, which
leads to deficits in both nutritional and biomechanical
factors affecting bone. Nutritionally, preterm infants
do not receive as much of the calcium and phosphorus
that is transported across the placenta during the last
trimester of pregnancy as compared to that received by a
full term infant (Sharp, 2007). Preterm infants also miss
a critical period of biomechanical stimulation, as foetal
movements in the restricted mechanical environment of
the late stage pregnancy are likely to induce high stresses
and strains in the foetal bones. Sharpe (2007) proposed
that the significant period of mechanical stimulation from
‘resistance training’ against the uterine wall during late
11
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Fig. 5. 3-D mechanobiological models of joint shape morphogenesis, where characteristic joint shapes are determined
by the type of movement applied. Images from results described in Giorgi et al. (2014).

development could play an important role in building up
bone strength before birth. This same theory was addressed
by Moyer-Mileur and colleagues, who performed physical
therapy on very low birth weight infants, and found that
bone area and bone mineral content were significantly
greater in infants who underwent the physical therapy
program as compared to matched controls who did not
receive any physiotherapy (Moyer-Mileur et al., 2000;
Moyer-Mileur et al., 1995; Moyer Mileur et al., 2008).
Similar results for a positive effect of physical therapy on
bone strength (Litmanovitz et al., 2003) and of physical
therapy plus massage on a bone formation marker (Aly et
al., 2004) have been found in small studies, but large-scale
trials of such therapies are lacking.

morphogenesis, where movement of the joint promoted
formation of a locally concave-convex surface. Research
from our group (Giorgi et al., 2014) implemented three
dimensional mechanobiological models of dynamic joint
shape morphogenesis, demonstrating that when cartilage
growth is influenced by biomechanical factors, the type
of loading regime applied determines the development of
characteristic joint shapes, as shown in Fig. 5.
In contrast to human studies, it is feasible to obtain
3D morphologies for the skeletal rudiments of animal
developmental model systems for biomechanical
modelling. Combining novel 3D imaging of embryonic
specimens, using optical projection tomography (Sharpe et
al., 2002), with finite element analysis enabled our group
to model the effects of foetal movement on the initiation
and progression of primary ossification centres (Nowlan
et al., 2008a) and to correlate patterns of biomechanical
stimuli with mechanosensitive gene expression patterns
for mobile and immobile chick embryos (Nowlan et al.,
2008b). By quantifying the biomechanical stimuli induced
by active and passive movements in foetal mouse limbs
using finite element analysis, we developed a new theory
relating to the role of passive movements in skeletal
development when spontaneous movements are absent
(Nowlan et al., 2012). The same methods have also been
used to characterise patterns of biomechanical stimuli in the
foetal chick joint, revealing that biomechanical stimuli colocalise with regions of growth and elevated proliferation
(Roddy et al., 2011a) and that changes in joint shape and
proliferation induced by immobilisation are accompanied
by region-specific changes in biomechanical stimuli in the
joint (Roddy et al., 2011b).

Biomechanical Analyses of Foetal
Environment and Movements
Computer models of foetal biomechanics
The influence of several aspects of the birthing process
on the musculoskeletal system have been modelled,
such as foetal head moulding (Lapeer and Prager, 2001;
McPherson and Kriewall, 1980a), shoulder dystocia (Gonik
et al., 2003a; Gonik et al., 2003b), and the maternal pelvic
floor muscles (Martins et al., 2007; Parente et al., 2008).
However, only a very small number of studies have used
computational models of human prenatal movement to
predict the effects on skeletal development. Obtaining
accurate morphologies of healthy human foetal skeletons
is usually not possible, and therefore all of the models
described herein use representative or idealised shapes.
Carter and Wong (1988) predicted the effects of a
range of loading histories on endochondral ossification
of the secondary ossification centre and the epiphyseal
growth plate, using two-dimensional finite element models
of the chondroepiphysis. Shefelbine and Carter (2004)
used a mechanobiological model to compare the effects
of normal and abnormal foetal ranges of hip motion on
development of the epiphyseal ossification front and
likelihood of coxa valga in DDH. Heegaard et al. (1999)
proposed the first mechanobiological model of finger joint

Material Properties of Foetal Tissues
and Environments
Musculoskeletal tissue properties
Accurate material properties are essential for building
more realistic and representative models of human foetal
movement, and for gaining a better understanding of how
passive deformation of cartilaginous joints could occur.
12
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Mechanical properties of animal foetal skeletal tissues
have been discussed previously (Nowlan et al., 2007) but
properties for human tissue are less well described. While it
is feasible to obtain maternal tissues, such as uterine tissue
after maternal surgery, or tissues associated with the foetus,
such as amnion and placenta, after birth, obtaining material
properties of human foetal skeletal tissues is highly
challenging due to ethical and moral issues. Therefore,
there are only a very small number of studies of foetal
skeletal tissues. Mahmoodian et al. (2009) reported that
the talar cartilage of two foetuses between 30-32 weeks
had a stiffness (aggregate modulus of 150 kPa) an order of
magnitude lower than that of adult articular cartilage and
permeability (2.01 × 10-14 m4N-1s-1) an order of magnitude
greater than adult cartilage, suggesting that foetal cartilage
is likely to deform and relax to larger extents than adult
cartilage. In a follow-up study, Mahmoodian et al. (2011)
tested the mechanical properties of seven foetal talus
anlagen over a range of gestational ages between 20 and
36 gestational weeks, and found that stiffness increased
by a factor of roughly 2.5 (from 59.9 to 148 kPa), and
permeability decreased by 20 % (from 2.64 × 10-14 to
2.06 × 10-14 m4N-1s-1) over the age range studied. These
changes in mechanical properties were associated with an
increase in collagen content and integrity, and a decrease
in proteoglycan content (Mahmoodian et al., 2011). A
study of the chondroepiphysis of the foetal proximal femur
(Brown and Singerman, 1986) reported a much higher
equilibrium modulus (0.699 MPa) and much lower values
for permeability (0.251 × 10-14 m4N-1s-1) and Poisson’s ratio
than the aforementioned foetal talus studies (Mahmoodian
et al., 2009; 2011), which could reflect either differences
in experimental design, differences between the properties
of the two rudiments, or a combination of these factors.
McPherson and Kriewall (1980b) performed three-point
bending tests on foetal cranial bone, and found that the
elastic moduli of the ossified specimens oriented parallel to
the grain pattern of the bone increased from an average of
1.65 × 10³ MPa in foetuses from 24-30 gestational weeks
to 3.86 × 10³ MPa in foetuses from 36-40 weeks.

However, foetal movements incur much lower strain
rates than a motor vehicle crash, and since the placental
tissue is visco-elastic (Hu et al., 2009), these values may
not be relevant when low strain rates apply. The volume
and distribution of amniotic fluid are also likely to play
a key role in facilitating foetal movement. Amniotic
fluid is created by the flow of fluid from the foetal lung
and bladder, from water that arrived from the maternal
circulation across the placenta (Beall et al., 2007a).
Amniotic fluid volume increases from approximately
20 mL at 10 weeks to 770 mL at 28 weeks and remains
relatively constant until week 39, after which it drops
sharply (Brace and Wolf, 1989; Gadd, 1966). The foetus
grows in an almost (but not quite) weightless environment,
with the decreasing ratio of amniotic to foetal volume likely
leading to an decreased buoyancy as term approaches
(Makepeace et al., 1931; Wood, 1970). Amniotic fluid
pressure increases over gestation (Fisk et al., 1992), and
is abnormal in severe cases of abnormal amniotic fluid
volume (oligohydramnios or polyhydramnios) (Fisk et
al., 1990). However, it is not known if fluid pressure
has any direct effects on foetal movements. While the
myometrium (uterine smooth muscle) is of key importance
to the birthing process, it is unknown how much its
properties impact upon the foetus pre-labour, as the
amount of external deflection of the foetal membrane by
foetal kicks has not been measured. It has been shown that
the contractile (Wood, 1964) and dimensional (Gillespie,
1950) properties of the myometrium change over the
course of a pregnancy. Research is needed to determine
if foetal movements impinge upon the myometrium, or if
they are fully constrained within the foetal membrane. If
it is revealed that foetal movements do interact with the
myometrium, then material properties of the myometrium
during pregnancy will be necessary when constructing
computational models.
Discussion
The principal aims of this review were to describe the effects
of internal and external stimuli on foetal movements, to
discuss the three most common musculoskeletal conditions
in which abnormal foetal movements are implicated as a
causal factor, and to investigate biomechanical analyses
that have been performed on the foetal musculoskeletal
system and the intra-uterine environment. In this section,
I will summarise what is known and what is unknown
in each of these three areas, and discuss ways in which
outstanding questions may be answered.

Properties of the foetal environment
Construction of models of foetal movement will also
require an understanding of the properties of the fluid,
tissues and structures surrounding the foetus. Of particular
importance is the foetal membrane (chorioamnion), which
is composed of a stiff and strong inner amnion layer and
a cellular outer chorion layer (Oyen et al., 2005). The
collagenous amnion is the primary strength bearing layer
in the foetal membrane, and has been shown to become
weaker at term and further weakened by labour (Oyen
et al., 2004; Oyen et al., 2006). Foetal movements may
also impinge upon the placenta. The placental organ
has maternal and foetal components, the latter of which
includes a chorioamnion layer. Placental abruption, the
premature rupture of the placenta from the uterus, is a risk
of motor vehicle accidents involving pregnant occupants
(Manoogian et al., 2008), and the mechanical properties
of the placenta have been tested under high strain rates to
contribute to computational models of pregnant occupants
in such accidents (Hu et al., 2009; Manoogian et al., 2008).

Foetal movements
We know that foetal movements generally start and
differentiate into a wide variety of movement types at very
similar time points of prenatal development, and that gross
foetal movements are not generally affected by maternal
consumption of food, caffeine or alcohol. There is evidence
to suggest that there can be substantial variability in total
movements and in the quantity of specific movement
patterns between foetuses, but we have no information
on how variable the minimum and maximum ranges of
13
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movement frequencies are for healthy foetuses, and no
idea why some foetuses move more or less than others.
We do not know how the quantity of foetal movement
varies according to time of day (despite maternal reports of
increased activity in the evening (Minors and Waterhouse,
1979)), or if it varies depending on a range of aspects of
maternal lifestyle, e.g., obesity, activity levels and living
environment. We know very little of foetal movements in
twins and in higher multiples, and it is unclear if gender
has an effect on the quantity of foetal movement. We also
lack information on foetal movements outside of a clinical
monitoring environment, for example during maternal
sleep or exercise. Currently, the only way to monitor foetal
movements is in a clinical setting using methods such as
ultrasound, foetal-MRI and (less reliably) cardiotocograph
(CTG). Sensor systems that enable continuous and remote
monitoring of foetal movements, such as those proposed
by Ryo et al. (2012) and Nishihara et al. (2008), will be
needed to determine the normal range of foetal movements
during normal maternal activities over development, and
will make studies involving large cohorts more feasible
and cost-effective.

is no objective evidence to suggest that the contractures
characteristic of the syndrome can occur in the presence
of completely normal movements. However, there
have been no detailed descriptions of foetal movement
patterns in multiple foetuses with arthrogryposis over
several gestational time-points, and therefore, the causal
relationship between movements (or change in, or lack
thereof) and contractures is unclear. As highlighted by
Filges and Hall (2012), most cases of arthrogryposis
are not diagnosed prenatally, due to the fact that
quantification of foetal movements do not generally form
part of standard assessments. Introducing quantification
of foetal movements as part of a foetal assessment would
likely greatly increase the rate of prenatal diagnosis of
arthrogryposis, but will also provide more substantial
evidence of the link between movements and contractures.
Whilst many of the risk factors associated with DDH are
known to be associated with, or cause, reduced or restricted
foetal movements, we do not have objective evidence of
reduced movements directly leading to hip dysplasia. A
key unanswered question applicable to both arthrogryposis
and DDH is how much movement is enough to promote
normal joint development. Is there a certain frequency,
range or amplitude of specific movements which lead to
normal joint morphogenesis? Are there particular points in
gestation during which foetal movements are more or less
critical to development of the bones and joints? Knowledge
of this area would provide greater understanding of how
and why musculoskeletal conditions related to abnormal
foetal movements develop, and could offer enhanced
diagnostic and treatment capabilities. A continuous
monitoring system for foetal movements, as discussed
above, could provide important insights into the complex
relationship between foetal movements and normal or
abnormal skeletal development. What is also unclear is the
mechanobiological mechanisms underlying the effects of
foetal movements on skeletal development. More research
is needed to untangle the influences of foetal environment,
foetal movement and genetics on these conditions.

Musculoskeletal conditions
Three musculoskeletal conditions for which abnormal
foetal movements are implicated as a causal factor have
been discussed. FADS is a lethal syndrome in which the
main symptoms are multiple joint contractures, pulmonary
hypoplasia and thin, weak bones. FADS can result from
muscular or neural conditions, restrictive dermopathy,
teratogen exposure or intrauterine ischemia, but often, no
specific diagnosis can be made. Arthrogryposis, or multiple
congenital contractures, is present in patients with joint
contractures in two or more body parts. The syndrome
is a feature of more than 300 different disorders, and can
be caused by neurogenic, myogenic, or connective tissue
pathologies, or by environmental factors, maternal illness
or unknown factors. Amyoplasia, the most common type
of arthrogryposis, is apparently completely sporadic,
and the aetiology is unknown. DDH occurs when the
hip joint is unstable or dislocated, due to the absence of
a tight fit, or a loss of contact, between the femoral head
and acetabulum. DDH can initiate early in development,
normally due to a neuromuscular disorder or genetic defect,
or, more commonly, in the last trimester or after birth, in
an otherwise healthy infant with normal neuromuscular
function. DDH is a multifactorial condition, with both
genetic and environmental factors likely to play a role, but
the aetiology is, as yet, unclear. There is some evidence to
suggest that infants treated for DDH may be at increased
risk of osteoarthritis earlier in life than the rest of the
population.
From the extreme situation of FADS, we know that
highly abnormal, or completely absent, foetal movements
have a severe effect on skeletal development. Of the three
conditions discussed in detail in this review, FADS is
the only condition for which foetal movement has been
relatively well characterised, and we know that a severe
decrease or a complete absence of movement occurs in
foetuses affected with FADS. The situation is much less
clear for arthrogryposis and DDH. For arthrogryposis, there

Biomechanical analyses
Biomechanical testing has been performed on a number
of intra-uterine tissues and structures, but there are limited
data for the foetal musculoskeletal tissues over a range of
developmental time points. A small number of models of
the effects of mechanical forces on long bone ossification
and joint morphogenesis have been proposed, but I am
unaware of any models which are capable of predicting
the magnitudes of biophysical stimuli due to foetal
movements in the human foetus. We currently do not know
how the two main types of mechanical stimuli induced
by foetal movements (stimuli induced directly by muscle
contractions and those induced by ‘resistance training’
against the uterine wall) work together or separately to
promote normal skeletal development. Detailed data on
the biophysical stimuli acting on the adult human bones
and joints (Bergmann et al., 1993; Papini et al., 2007),
and in developing animal model systems (Nowlan et al.,
2012; Nowlan et al., 2008a), are available, but we have no
idea what the equivalent stimuli in the human foetus are.
Knowledge of the levels and type of mechanobiological
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stimuli that are induced by foetal movements would be
highly valuable, not just in terms of predicting the risk
of abnormalities due to position or movement patterns,
but also to tissue engineers attempting to recapitulate
developmental processes in vitro. If the same biophysical
stimuli that are induced by foetal movements could be
applied to cartilaginous tissue pre-cursors in culture, this
could result in a stronger, more functional cartilage tissue
for implantation into damaged adult joints. Ongoing
research in our group aims to construct a musculoskeletal
model of foetal movements, obtained from cine MRI scans,
in order to address these research questions.
In summary, this review has explored the biomechanics
of foetal movement, including the effects of physical
and other factors on foetal movements, the role of foetal
movements in skeletal development, data on the mechanical
properties of tissues and structures associated with the
foetus, and computational models of foetal movements.
The questions outstanding in this field are likely to be
answered using non-invasive imaging (e.g., cine MRI
and modern ultrasound techniques), sensor systems
that enable continuous and remote monitoring of foetal
movements, and computational simulations of human
foetal movement. The potential benefits of increased
investigation into the biomechanics of foetal movement are
manifold, and apply to diverse fields including paediatric
medicine, developmental biology, tissue engineering and
musculoskeletal biomechanics.
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would assist with management of mothers reporting
reduced foetal movement.
Reviewer I: How should we counsel women who have
known foetal abnormalities about the effects of foetal
movement?
Author: For parents of children with abnormalities such as
arthrogryposis or DDH, it might be helpful to understand
why one or more joints have an abnormal shape or position,
particularly where no genetic abnormalities are diagnosed.
Perhaps this review, which is focussed on the effects of
abnormal movements on the musculoskeletal system, will
be a useful resource for clinicians when counselling parents
of children affected by such conditions.
Reviewer II: In which species do the authors consider to
perform the future investigation on biomechanical effects
of uterine restraint over time?
Author: Separating the influences of intra-uterine space
and amniotic fluid volume on foetal movement is highly
challenging in animal model systems, as when a quantity
of amniotic fluid is removed (as has been performed
previously (Palacios et al., 1992)), the available space is
also reduced. We believe that computational modelling, for
example, using foetal cine-MRI, will be the best tool with
which to quantify the degree of restraint or restriction of
the foetus (e.g., different types of breech foetal positions)
and the volume of fluid available, in order to investigate
correlations between these parameters with the patterns
and range of movements.
Reviewer II: Which species have sufficient amniotic fluid
during pregnancy that reduction near term age occurs as
in the human?
Author: Amniotic fluid volume changes during murine
gestation exhibit similar trends as in human gestation, with
an increase in fluid volume up until roughly three quarters
through gestation, followed by a decrease up until birth
(Beall et al., 2007a; Beall et al., 2007b), and it is likely that
most mammalian species exhibit similar trends.

Discussion with Reviewers
Reviewer I: How do these findings impact on how we
respond to mothers’ reports of reduced foetal movement?
Author: When a mother reports reduced foetal movements,
it is usually because she has noticed a change from the
normal baseline pattern of movements, where that baseline
is normal for the current pregnancy. Therefore, in cases
of FADS or arthrogryposis, the mother may not self-refer
for reduced movements due to the fact that the level of
movement might have been reduced for an extended
period of time. An enhanced emphasis on assessing foetal
movements, whether with ultrasound, MRI or emerging
wearable sensor technologies, would facilitate better
prenatal diagnosis of musculoskeletal conditions related
to prenatal movements, such as arthrogryposis, and has the
potential (in the long term) to determine a threshold for
a healthy amount or pattern of foetal movements which
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